
The trip to space 
One day Mr. Bean decided to fly to the planet Jupiter. 

But he didn´t want to fly in a UFO or spaceship, he wanted to fly with the rocket 

backpack he built himself. On the next day he was ready for his journey. 

He took off from Earth and flew into space. Suddenly somewhere in space his 

rocket backpack lost air and he crashed right on the planet Moon.  

Mr. Bean thought, “This isn´t where I wanted to go but while I´m here…” 

At once a strange creature (it was an alien) jumped out with a sign in his hand that 

said, “GREETING EARTHLINGS!” 

Behind the alien there came two astronauts with a cute space cat. 

Mr. Bean asked, “Who are you?” 

The astronauts answered, “We are Tim and Tom and this is Mandy, our space cat.” 

But the question is, “Who are you?” 

“Oh sorry, I´m Mr. Bean from Earth,” he answered. “Great! Come with us,” said the 

two astronauts. 

Mr. Bean came with them to their home that looked like a big oxygen bubble. They 

said,” You can live with us here.” “Yes, I will live with you,” replied Mr, Bean. 

On the next day Mr. Bean met the space dog Robin, he looked so cute. The dog 

looked through a telescope. He was watching the stars. Two days later the house 

exploded and blue liquid was everywhere. This was because Tom experimented 

with fire and blue liquid. 

Tim ran to the phone and phoned Mr. Armstrong (he is the gossip man of the 

Moon). Mr. Armstrong phoned Peggy, she´s the builder. She came with her rocket 

and three hours later the house was rebuilt. Peggy flew away and Tom, Tim, Mr. 

Bean, Mandy and Robin went inside. 

Four days later Mr. Bean wanted to go back to Earth because Earth is his home. He 

asked for a rocket to fly back. One hour later Mathilda (she also is an alien) came 

with her rocket to bring Mr. Bean back. 

Mr. Bean got to know so many nice people but he had to say goodbye. 

If he learned one thing, it´s that there are so many nice people on the Moon and 

not a single person of Earth knew about them before and it will stay that way. 


